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S1-S2=0, S3=- 3p, S4=-4q, Sr=--5r. 

H q 
, r 

p 
3 

q2_ 
a 

Hence,A=-~.J, 'B% 25q' 5p 25q' 

276. Proposed by W. J. GREENSTREET, M. A., Editor of The Mathematical Gazette, Stroud, England. 

If x1, X , ..., aX. be unequal, and f(x) be a rational integral function 
of degree >n-2, then shall 

r=l ff(Xr) 

r=n-1 (Xr-X i ) (Xr X )... (Xr- Xn) 

Solution by the PROPOSER. 

The left hand side written at length is 

f(xl) + f(x2) 

(Xl __2) (XI X3) .. (Xi -Xn) (X g X) (Xe -X.)... (X,2 
- 

Xn).. 

? f(xn) 
(Xn--Xi1) (Xn-X,2) * *(Xn-X.-1) 

Let f(x) A1 + A + An 
(X-XI ) (X-X2) .........(X- Xn)=...X-tXj X.X2 X-XI, 

Then A1, A2 A3 ...s An 

f(x1) f(X 2) 

(XI-X-2) (Xt X3).. ($X,X)' (X2 Xl) (X:_ $3).. (X2 _XX 

f(x.) 
(X.-XCi ) (XJn- X2 ) . .. (X)n -Xn-1) 

Hence, f(x) _IA (x-x,) (X-X3)... (X -Xn) polynomial of degree >n-2. 
Hence, z A, =0. 

This problem, as we thought, proves to be similar to Ex. 4, p. 319, 3rd Edition of Burnside and Panton's The- 
ory of Equations. ED. F. 

GEOMETRY. 

311. Proposed by J. OWEN MAHONEY, B. E., M. Sc., Dallas High School, Dallas, Texas. 

Triangle ABC is obtuse-angled at C; x, y, z are squares on the sides 
AC, CB, BA; LH and MJ are lines joining adjacent sides of x, z and y, z. 
The common chord of the circles on LH and MJ as diameters passes through 
C and the mid-point of HJ. 
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Solution by B. F. FINKEL, Ph. D., Drury College, Springfield, Mo. 

Let ABC be the given triangle with the squares ABJH, BM-C, 
AL-C constructed on the sides AB, BC, and AC, respectively. Join Mand 
J and L and H. On LH and MJ as diameters describe the circles whose 
centers are 01 and 02, respectively, the circles intersecting in the points D 
and F. Draw LI parallel to AH, and 
meeting JH produced in I. Similarly, 
draw MK. I and K are on the cir- 
cumferences of the circles, since angles 
MKJ and LIH are right angles. 

Produce AB to meet MK in P 
and LI in N. Draw CV perpendicular 
to JH, and 0,R and 0, Teach perpen- 
dicular to CV. Draw the common 
chord DFG and join 01 and C, 02 and 
C, 01 and D, 02 

and D, D and C, and 'E l, 
01 and 02, the line 0102 intersecting 
DF in Q. Then, from the right tri _ 

angles 01 QD and 0, QD, we have 

O1D' --Of Q2 =O0D2 -02Q2, or 01D2-O2D1O1Q2 -02Q2... (1). 

Now, if FDC is a straight line, we must have 

01C2-O0Qtz_02C2-02Q2, or O1C2-0OC2==01,Q-_02Q... (2). 

Hence, we must have 

O0C2-02C2=01D2-O2D2... (3) 

Now, 01C2-O2C2=(O1R2? CRt)-(O2 T? + CT2) 
=(O0R+02T) (O0R-02T) -- (CT+CR) (CT-.CR) 

(iAN+A W+ WB +jBP) (iAN-4A W- WB - 3BP) 
-(CV-RV+CV- VT) (CV- VT-CV+R V) 
=z(A W+ WA+CVW) (A W- WB) - [2CW- (RV+TV)] (RV- TV), 

since A W==CW==BP, == (A W+ WB+CW) (A W- WB) - [2CW+2AB) 
- (LN+NI+MP+PK) ] [i (LN+NI) - k (MP + PK)] 

za(A W+ WB+ CW) (A W- WB) - (2CW+ AB) (A W- WB) 
=- (A W2- WB2) = (AC2 -BC2). 

Also, 0, D2 - 0D2==(O, D+02D) (01D- O2D) - (LN+NI+MP+PK) 
x J (LN+NI-MP-PK) =- (A W+ WB) (A W- WB), 

since LN=A W and MP=WB, == (A W2- WB2) == (AC2 -BC2). 
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Hence, (3) is true and, therefore, GDC is a straight line. 
To prove that G is the mid-point of HJ, we have, from the secants 

GD, GK, and GI, GK. GJ=GD. GF=GI. GH, or GK. GH=GI. GJ. 
Hence, GK+GH: GH=GI+GJ: GJ, or KR: GH==IJ: GJ. 
.'. GH-GJ, since HI=JK and, therefore, KH=IJ. 

Also solved analytically by G. B. M.' Zerr and J. Scheffer. Professors Zerr and Scheffer obtain the equation 
of the common chord of the two circles and found that its equation is satisfied by the co-ordinates of C and G. 

CALCULUS. 

236. Proposed by L. SCHEFFER, A. M., Hagerstown, Md. 

E) au~ a1) 
Solve the partial differential equation, xWr2 + y as . 

I. Solution by C. EBEN STROMQUIST, Princeton, N. $. 

A more general problem, of which the above is a particular case, has 
been discussed by Darboux (Leqons sur la Theorie Generale Surfaiees, Vol. 3, 
p. 53). The solution in this case follows. 

Differentiating the given equation with respect to x and setting 

02u aM m ( M= - , yields x + y =0... (2). 

This is a linear differential equation of the first order in M of which a most 
general solution is* M== W(x/y), where W is an arbitrary function in the 
argument x/y. Hence 

wI Wf W d dxd + w (y) +w2 (y)... (3) 
no Xo 

where w1 and w2 are functions of y alone which must be so restricted that 
w satisfies the given equation. 

Since the differential equation from which u is obtained is equation 
(1) differentiated with respect to x, the result of substituting u in (1) must 
yield at most a function of y alone. If Y be the function resulting from 

substituting u f fTo W dx dx in (1), it is readily seen that Y==O, and 

hence that the result of substituting u in (1) gives 

yd wl w =0?... (4). 

Integrating gives w =--cy, whence c is an arbitrary constant. 
Substituting in (3), a most general solution of (1) is given by 

See. for instance, Jordan, Coura d'Analyse, Vol. 3, p. 314. 
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